williamji: I notice there is less dithering in this game than later sci
games.
mikael_nihilsen: LOL i love the van!!!
tawmis: Vohaul's ***-what?
hansoloadventures: Here's a question: how the heck were the multilevel sand
dunes done? Was that tough to code?
krengic: asteroid
marsilies: World of Wonders reminded me of roadside attractions from car
trips in my youth
r1cola: DOS4GW !
cocodyne: video/audio doing good. no problems here
williamji: I prefer the solid colour cartoon look though.
hansoloadventures: That's one effect I've never seen done in any adventure
game since. Adventure Game Studio can't do it.
bighairymarty314: walking across the sand dunes is a really impressive
programming feat
cocodyne: FFWD
caboken: Hi guys! (Ken Williams here.. just watching the show ... bringing
back a lot of great memories)
cocodyne: Paused
deepshoter: lol?
cocodyne: Hi Ken!
krengic: Hi Ken!
rdy2rock: Ken!
deepshoter: hiya ken williams
williamji: Awesome, hi ken
nonookee: Hi Ken!
pcj_: hi ken
hansoloadventures: Hey Ken!
wowdane: GellooKen
bighairymarty314: hello Ken, if it's really you
meatrace: indeed, sir
dented1620: hi ken! I sent you a letter age 11 in 1991 asking for a job, what
happened?
mrkenallen: Hi Boss
robbo008: Legend Ken!
zyote: :D Lengendary!
pedasn: hi ken
slipgate0: Ken!
caboken: I know a lot of stories I can't tell!
mikael_nihilsen: Hi Ken!!!
robbo008: hahahaha
dsmith478: Wow!
krengic: Wait...if Ken sent me, who sent Ken?
dsmith478: Ken
missnayoung: Hello Ken!
robbo008: Ken sent me :D
dewey199: no more discussion of medical procedures
cocodyne: Titanbase confirmed Ken!
wowdane: keeeeeeen
jaybertx: Busted
meatrace: no, I'M ken williams
robbo008: busteeed"!
dented1620: love that tune
robbo008: busted!
caboken: It is really me .. but, not sure how to prove it .. old address was
Mudge Ranch, currently in Seattle..

r1cola: wheres 'Berta
mikael_nihilsen: No... IM Ken Williams
jaybertx: Ken, if you're watching this, who is captaining the boat? Love,
Roberta
hansoloadventures: Don't look at me, I'm Sparticus.
pedasn: dance music
caboken: She is walking the dogs
philhassey: loved the world of wonders.
bighairymarty314: I once had a dream where I chased Ken down to ask him some
questions. i ended up fearing for my life =P
robbo008: Talk about Supertramp!!!
tawmis: Reminds me (this scene with the station wagon) of National Hampoons
Vacation.
mjomble: Y
dented1620: it is ken!
mjomble: Y'all come back now, y'hear
deepshoter: is she avaiable for comment later
slipgate0: Are you a bonafide genius, Caboken?
skyefyre: Simple way to prove it. Just have Caboken to post on the
kickstarter as Ken.
cocodyne: lol
caboken: Is that Supertramp?
bassbert: I've never heard it throught this fancy music card. Never could
afford it.
pcj_: i'm sure the statute of limitations is out
caboken: Slipgate, not I
deepshoter: support this kickstarter ken, pleezzee
r1cola: hes in cabo san lucas mabey
robbo008: Question: Is all the music from BOB!
meatrace: caboken that's no way to speak of your lovely wife!
caboken: It is really me ..
tomimt: the MT32 music really sounds different
mikael_nihilsen: ken already supports it deepshoter
deepshoter: need our two guys back to earth
dented1620: ken pledge $200,000 please
deepshoter: ahh k
» lol
caboken: Bob Siebenberg! (just remembered that)
mikem1982: powerful, Ken Williams
r1cola: yeah, no ***
» Ken could end this KS right now
cocodyne: lol
robbo008:
tawmis: Oh! Nice question!
williamji: lol
caboken: I don't remember.. Doris? I rmember it was a couple .. they were
kind of strange
» Lots of parties at my house
deepshoter: the scoop!
bighairymarty314: her name was Bill =P
caboken: I had the raquetball court
krengic: lol
robbo008: KEN for President!!!
» haahhaah
rdy2rock: lol
pedasn: LOL..... Hi Ken
slipgate0: Hi Ken Williams, you ran a company that made games I loved .

dented1620: yeah what happened in kens jaquzi??
caboken: Don't let me sidetrack the show.. keep doing it
krengic: These are the questions that should be asked in the podcasts, Chris.
r1cola: :D thanks for showing up Ken
andromedan_denizen: haha hey Ken Williams!
mikael_nihilsen: Hi pedasn!!!
thezombiepug: Hey Ken!
bradvr4: hey wasn't there some encryption key for the code, and you guys use
the secretary name?
pedasn: hi nelson
marsilies: OK, so that was one Terminator death
david6858: sweet! 2Guys and Ken Williams. Amazing.
andromedan_denizen: yeah thanks for sierra
bradvr4: for the complied code?
deepshoter: when roberta comes back, let her give a shout!!!!
mrkenallen: Hi Boss, your music guy here
jaybertx: If you are Ken, what was the name of your software company that
shipped the Space Quest games?
caboken: OK .. didn't mean to distract .. Hi Mark! (I've swapped a few emails
with Scott .. and did get your email)
jaybertx: :D
robbo008: Pledge the last 200K pleeeese :D
mjomble: Shall we get Ken on the next Hangout? :D
marsilies: I'm guessing we won't see the other in this playthough
tomimt: It's nice that there's two ways killing android
thezombiepug: Ken, please know we want Roberta to do another game too!
slipgate0: So can we circle back on the Arnoid death?
dsmith478: Nice try Caboken hahaha
hansoloadventures: He's still waiting on that map
deepshoter: get roberta to say something
vincismurf: now we need another kings quest so I can play all the classics
again
caboken: Space Quest is awesome .. I want the kickstarter to win, so I can
play the game
r1cola: hint hint
deepshoter: were trying our best ken!
caboken: (Roberta not here now) .. walking the dogs
cocodyne: definitely! it's got momentum
Deepshoter: let her know when she comes back
Dewey199: Sacha B Cohen stole Orat
Krengic: The Kickstarter will succeed one way or another.
Pedasn: Mr. Williams, we praise you for giving us so many great games.
Tawmis: Arnoid and Twinkie Nose Tuesday!
http://sierrahelp.com/forums/download/file.php?id=2810&mode=view
Meatrace: I will weep if it doesn't hit 500k
Deepshoter: none of us are millionaires hehe
Mikael_nihilsen: @caboken - Me too... SV will be awesome!!!
Dented1620: Caboken does she walk the dogs in Daventry?
Mjomble: Aladeen-on-a-stick?
Deepshoter: what dogs
Dsmith478: Really? lol
Krengic: And thank you Ken for giving my childhood so many memories.
R1cola: hehe
Caboken: Downtown seattle (daventry would be safer)
Dsmith478: Mr. Williams, my aplogies
Deepshoter: what dogs ken?
Dsmith478: apologies

» man typos hehe
Krengic: Wait, come to think of it, because I spent so much time playing
them, I grew up socially maladjusted!
Jaybertx: I didn't have any idea that there was a second way to kill arnoid
Dented1620: lol true
Meatrace: 2>1
Philhassey: I think i played through sq3 in one afternoon when i got it. was
my favorite of the series.
R1cola: it must be quite nice seeing all your "kids" making new games again!?
Slipgate0: Thanks so much for answering my q
Dsmith478: SQ woooooooooooooooo
David6858: I was more a push crane into the arnoid sorta guy
Deepshoter: everyones doing it, even quest for glory kickstarter
Pcj_: we should do a KQ hangout, maybe roberta would join
David6858: There is a quest for glory kickstarter?
Dsmith478: Ken just wanted you to knwo Sierra was the best company and you
guys made the GREATEST games
R1cola: is that confirmed?
Mikael_nihilsen: quest for glory????????
R1cola: DQF?
Pcj_: not yet
Bighairymarty314: *ZAP* "YOU LOSE HOMEBOY"
Dsmith478: it's a true shame what happened to you guys
R1cola: QFG?
Bighairymarty314: heh
Meatrace: sq3 was the second to last one I ever played, because you couldn't
find it in stores anywhere! I played it before sq6 came out
Bradvr4: Ken - who drew the artwork on the cover of Hi-Res Football? This
will prove your identity
Deepshoter: not confirmed but its gonna be in 6 months most likely
Cocodyne: Ken's job reminds me of herding cats with all of the projects going
on at once
David6858: Please no... I loved that series and don't want to have to pledge
while this kickstarter is on
Mikael_nihilsen: COOOLLLL deepshoter!!!
Deepshoter:
http://www.gog.com/en/forum/general/quest_for_glory_kickstarter_maybe_coming
Robbo008: use the roland pleaaase
Caboken: Roberta's mom (it is me .. that was the first cover, that we never
released - too sexy)
Adriaantv: monolith story! Scott promised
Robbo008: MT32
Pcj_: scott just admitted to drinking from ken's firehose
Chrono85: Would you ever eat at a Monolith Burger, if it were real?
Anaximandus: who's the fat guy in the white space suit?
Deepshoter: what?!
Mrkenallen: wow
Bradvr4: well
Nonookee: Monolith story!
David6858: Monolith Burger!!!
Philhassey: I had an adlib card .. so i remember everything with the non MT32
sound.
Deepshoter: great music
Mrkenallen: more cowbell
Philhassey: i think i got an adlib because of a bunch of adverts in the
sierra magazine.

Decafjedi: Tell the Monolith story, Scott.
Anaximandus: lol @ Mrkenallen
Cocodyne: Hey there's the Astro Chicken game
Dewey199: When I go to McD's I press F6
Musicallyinspired: lol Ken
» (Allen)
Caboken: You were a very fast learner!
Robbo008: AStroooo
Caboken: Sleep!?...what's that?
Computer_ronin: Turkey in the Straw really added to that game
Musicallyinspired: BACOCK
Hansoloadventures: Baaaastrcooock!
Anaximandus: I remember pressing the keyboard keys very very hard to get the
chicken to land properly.
David6858: BACCOOOCCKKK!!!
R1cola: you guys had cots in your office lol
Krengic: Astro chicken, much better than lunar lander
Deepshoter: arcade games in adventure games...classic
Adriaantv: The handling was so random in Astro Chicken. Loved it!
Bighairymarty314: I like how in the promotional stand alone version of Astro
Chicken, the secret message still appears for a split second
Meatrace: still waiting for the astro chicken arcade cabinet!
Robbo008: So Ken was a good boss?
Dewey199: wtg Doug
Krengic: Astro Chicken on XBLA.
Mrkenallen: KW how did you attract so much great talent to move to Oakhurst?
Deepshoter: money id bet lol
Dsmith478: bwhahaha
Tomimt: SQ3 is actually a pretty short game
Dewey199: oh no, copy protection
Mikem1982: short but sweet
Hansoloadventures: Hey Mark, your Buck Rogers love in the ASTRO *** design
did not go unnoticed, sir! LOVE it!
R1cola: it wasnt $
Anaximandus: who could read the message without the ring?
R1cola: according to KA
Bradvr4: Took me 15 hours from when I cracked shrink wrap.. played all the
way through
Dsmith478: the greatest arcade game EVER
Skyefyre: I read it without the ring the first time.
Dsmith478: lolol
Decafjedi: The Talking Bear really is a sight to behold.
Mjomble: "Help us! We are being held captive..."
Vincismurf: did you all every assoicate with early lucas games people, like
Zac Mrcracken and Maniac Mansion
Cocodyne: game tie-in here.. Mandatory arcade sequence lol
Mikem1982: There was another Astro Chicken in SQ4 wasnt there? I think I
remember that one being even better
Anaximandus: my dad just read it. haha
Caboken: MrKenAllen .. are you "the" Ken Allen? .. as in music Ken? .. Sierra
had an amazing reputation .. which made it where people wanted to be
Meatrace: come on, now balance it out and talk some smack about Ken
Andromedan_denizen: yeah really
Mjomble: Too many Kens!
Cocodyne: yes that's Ken Allen! he's here, no one else afaik
Mjomble: We need more Barbies
Mrkenallen: yes, Ken "your music pal" Allen

Cocodyne: from Sierra
Nonookee: yep, Ken Allen is here
Deepshoter: im barbie doll ken!
Dsmith478: holy mokes
Tomimt: I did that occasionally because I had walkthrough and no patience
Computer_ronin: Roger Wilco is just that nice of a guy, I guess
Dsmith478: we got sierra big dogs here among us!
Meowgod: oh no
Caboken: Grin .. I didn't mean to derail the conversation .. I'll be quiet...
It's Scott and Mark's show
Bradvr4: Chris can you save the chat logs as well from these sessions?
R1cola: StreetFighter Ken here
Meowgod: i missed it all
Cocodyne: QA at Sierra! We never hear about them
Meowgod: *cries*
Dewey199: I love this perspective
Slipgate0: I've heard that Monolith Burger was potentially some legal
trouble. True?
Mrkenallen: Our QA peeps were awesome
Caboken: (thank you)
Krengic: We like your insights Ken
Andromedan_denizen: yeah it's a whole sierra reunion
Slipgate0: Like I said, Ken, you headed a company that made many games I
loved
Mjomble: That's like saying Scott derailed our Hangout :D
Pedasn: but the fans have been asking since the Larry KS to talk with Ken, so
Thank You for beeing here.
Caboken: We wanted to go to the woods to raise our kids.. thought it would be
better for them than LA
Dsmith478: Thanks to ken and Sierra
Bradvr4: Chris can you save the chat logs too on these?
Dsmith478: truly
Ptraci: Hey Meowgod, you missed the beginning
Cocodyne: Perfect weather?
Deepshoter: no we want more!!
R1cola: what was the deal with Coarsegold?
Hegario: "I just flew here from Coarsegold and boy are my arms tired"
R1cola: it was mentioned in FPFP
Mrkenallen: no orange air
Cocodyne: lol
Anaximandus: yes. I played "Red Baron" for hours and hours
Caboken: However.. it didnt work out as planned .. Oakhurst had "issues" ...
Marsilies: I've been copying-and-pasting
Skyefyre: You can't. It crops it once there's so much chatter
Marsilies: the chat window
Caboken: I think overall it was bad for the kids..
Hansoloadventures: Didn't you guys have to leave Oakhurst because it was too
small?
Caboken: Right..
» I leave for Turkey on Wednesday
Deepshoter: post the chatbox them in the spaceuqest.net forums
Meatrace: ooooooh talking bear!
Musicallyinspired: lol
Deepshoter: Turkey?
Slipgate0: I have some fragments of the chat logged but it doesn't keep
enough history for me to keep it all, or all in order.
R1cola: so the HQ IS still standing?!

Deepshoter: o Turkey lol
Dewey199: AstroTurkey
Cocodyne: LOL
Marsilies: Yeah, will have to sort it out
Andromedan_denizen: going to copy all and paste periodically
Computer_ronin: Normal Turkey, or Astro Turkey?
Tawmis: Wouldn't you be illegal aliens being from Andromeda and all?
Deepshoter: whose that handsome man!
Caboken: www.kensblog.com .. I'm circumnavigating a boat .. my second 15 min
of fame.. doing lots of boating these days.. (and books on boating)
Bighairymarty314: lol
Deepshoter: :p
Meowgod: turikish steam bath :D
» i heard it's pretty kewl
Caboken: I'm boring .. focus on the guys.. they are funny...
Thezombiepug: Ken, I remember your son Chris writing for InterAction...what's
he up to these days?
Meowgod: that's my dad
Decafjedi: lol
Andromedan_denizen: you're on to something there tawmis
Deepshoter: i wanna get a boat, but my money is tied up in kickstarter
campaigns lol
Meowgod: i call him daddy lol
Deepshoter: or it will be heh
Mrkenallen: yikes
Caboken: ROFL
Cocodyne: we're reminiscing on SQ3... any memories of the production Ken?
Tawmis: TheZom: He's doing a FB game.
Dewey199: BAGOBBBLE!!
Musicallyinspired: hahaha
Pcj_: your belly button?
Bradvr4: lol
Computer_ronin: Ken boring? Bah!
Dented1620: Caboken Terry Whittingham says hi, he is still trying to get a
job at Sierra since he was 11 (1990)
David6858: How much do I have to pledge to get a life sized Aluminum? Mallard
Anaximandus: wash your hands afterwards, please
Marsilies: It will be good to hear from Ken about his guest appearance at the
end of the game
Mrkenallen: we need to get Doug to participate in this chat room next time
Meowgod: when will the SQ 4 stream?
Tomimt: it makes me thirsty as well
Caboken: I mostly remember wanting to hang on in development, to watch
Leisure-Suit Larry, and SQ in development.. my favorite games.. got in lots
of trouble with Roberta because I seemed to like them better than Kings Quest
Robbo008: You guys need Blue Serpent IPA :D
Dewey199: lol Ken
Dsmith478: oh man lolol
Musicallyinspired: Lol Ken excellent
Robbo008: www.ophidianbrewing.com
Hegario: haha ken :D
Ptraci: wear underwear is perhaps something you expect to have to type in a
Larry game rather than a SQ XD
R1cola: yeah, but Robertta rly helped out Scott
» he said
Dsmith478: Sorry, Dear, I like these games batter
Krengic: lol Ken

Meowgod: did they say when they will do sq 4?
Deepshoter: lol she had the inside advantage on Sierra lol
Bassbert: Haha! Ken, Roberta had nothing to be jealous of. Her games were
equally great.
Bighairymarty314: bit of a bugger that revisiting SQ3 via SQ4 results in
instant death
Meatrace: so how much of that 500k kickstarter goal is dedicated to beer? 3040k?
Oldadventuregamer83: lol @ Ken Williams, oh man.
Dsmith478: King's Quest were legendary and still are
Deepshoter: SQ was always better then KQ *runs away*
R1cola: Telltale better not *** it up
Dsmith478: hahaha
Meowgod: am i being ignored?
Pcj_: breaking: scott murphy calls SQ a "fun game"
Mrkenallen: Scott do you have Doug O's contact info?
Marsilies: SQ was funnier, but I think that was by design
Krengic: KQ III and VI were my favorites from that series.
Computer_ronin: I may not have been much of a Sierra kid (didn't play much
computer games growing up), but I have become an avid fan of your work.
Ptraci: it was a design thing, yes
Incredibleview: KQ6 was a great effort
Jaybertx: mystery house!
Bighairymarty314: Larry 6 was the first Sierra adventure I had heard of.
noticed it in a shop when I was 11
Caboken: Yup . the "good old" days! ..
Dented1620: you guys have gotta document all these stories
Meowgod: right
Krengic: I think KQ III was my first game...that or Black Cauldron.
David6858: I liked KQ5 and 6 a lot...
Warbirdgames: To try and sell a fortran compiler, right? :D
-tomimt: I love KQ3, 4 and 5 the most
deepshoter: my first sierra game was LSL, pirated ofc on my 486
dewey199: QFG1/2 were so cool
tawmis: Brown.
deepshoter: LSL1
caboken: I'm ruining your broadcast .. didn't mean to do that!..
tawmis: It eventually went blond.
thezombiepug: Loved Roberta's work on Colonel's Bequest and Amon Ra.
warbirdgames: Who knew they'd rather have the computer game. So cool.
tawmis: Because blondes have more fun.
chrono85: It looks light brown.
meowgod: i neverplayed lsl

meatrace: ruining? it's added value
pedasn: you are making this broadcast richer...
krengic: I do remember that KQ III was pirated, so we could never beat it
(when I was old enough to have a job, I did right and bought the first
collection)
bighairymarty314: LSL1 was my first game too
8:31 dsmith478: nonsense this is a real honor
8:31 david6858: This is cool!
vincismurf: OMG Black Cauldren, how did you get that contract

dsmith478: We got Sierra Vets in da house!
tomimt: it's great to have Ken Williams here
mjomble: We want Ken! We want Ken!
anaximandus: ok, everybody pause for 3 minutes
computer_ronin: It's an honor
deepshoter: LOL
ptraci: I played Larry games as a little kids, talk about age appropriate XD
r1cola: no doubt, this is like a Sierra Reuninon
froggyme: Just showed up...KEN is here?!
musicallyinspired: lol
deepshoter: yup
bradvr4: ken can break his f5 key too with us
marsilies: Or a Reddit AMA?
musicallyinspired: Yeah, both Kens
dewey199: two Kens
hegario: My first was LSL 2, convincing my parents to buy it wasn't easy
froggyme: musical ken too
cocodyne: I've seen his backer comments, there's huge numbers of comments
there
deepshoter: LSL2 wsa hard
warbirdgames: Everyone bring your wallets
cocodyne: got buried
dsmith478: This is phenominal and history in the making!
musicallyinspired: Too bad we didn't have both Marks
incredibleview: The two Kens. Together at last
anaximandus: looks like a grill
mrkenallen: lol
tomimt: It must be great feeling for Ken to see the old gang back in game
nonookee: Ken, it's really great to have you here!
bighairymarty314: i remember i had a cd full of walkthroughs. i read the LSL
ones and imagined the scenarios in LSL7 sytle art
vohaul: MrKenAllen, I know about Doug is on Facebook. He's a friend on my
page. Shockley rides bikes with him too.
pcj_: mark's got a thing for rocks
deepshoter: need roberta to make it complete, but shes away
caboken: OK .. cool .. I'm mostly paying bills .. we leave for four months on
Wednesday.. so, am watching this, but also packing, and paying bills .. (but,
didn't want to miss this)
bt519: Who the hell is Ken Williams?
bighairymarty314: then i eventually played the games
computer_ronin: I found the stream link from a retweet, to tell the truth
froggyme: It was meant to be, considering the cover of SQ2
musicallyinspired: This kind of reminds me of that Sierra Renunion thing with
Ken ,Al, Roberta, and Scott years ago
dented1620: is anyone saving the chatroom dialogue? It only saves a set
amount of lines
andromedan_denizen: yeah the volcanic rocks in the prototypes are well done
Mark
lightspeeder: Right. I'm back. What'd I miss?
dsmith478: bt519! Blasphemy!! lol
musicallyinspired: When Ken ran that online radio thing?
» or whatever
deepshoter: caboken is ken
marsilies: Mark's favorite scene from Star Wars must be the asteroid chase in
Empire
bt519: Heheh....
ptraci: LSL7 is the one that didn't hold my attention at all

bt519: I am kidding, of course.
dsmith478: Whi is KEN? Obsurd! hahaha
caboken: Nope.. cruising on our boat (Turkey/Greece)
williamji: Nice conversation starter, I've got a thing for rock textures
andromedan_denizen: oh wow
mrkenallen: Just sent Doug Oldfield a message through Facebook asking him to
join in the next livestream
andromedan_denizen: nice Ken
cocodyne: it's definitely the rebirth of adventure games!
jaybertx: You missed everything Lightspeed
meowgod: *crawls into the shadow and brood*
bt519: Ken Williams is that nice man who told me jokes in Lefty's bar.
musicallyinspired: Nice, KenAllen
dewey199: got so lost in those rocks
computer_ronin: I missed the point-and-click era in my youth, but I did play
a good deal of Sierra's other games, which I loved
tomimt: save the Sierra, save the Adventure!
deepshoter: savce the kickstarter!
froggyme: sierragamers.com
deepshoter: save
sickfiction: I love the yellow/black warning border!
caboken: (Roberta just got home.. going to have her go see this)
incredibleview: Who were the MacNeils?
caboken: www.kensblog.com ...
deepshoter: let her speak
bradvr4: may Ken's easter egg in the new SpaceVEnture game can be him crusing
by in a spaceship called the SAnSusi Nordhaven
cocodyne: Ken battles the elements at sea... an adventure every day
deepshoter: yay
andromedan_denizen: yeah! Hello Roberta!!!
incredibleview: They only made the one game?
mrkenallen: Hi Roberta
deepshoter: hello
warbirdgames: That's okay, you can take it into the future and pirate your
future game. Problem solved.
caboken: OK ..going to talk to roberta .. will try to get her to say hi
anaximandus: hi Roberta!
musicallyinspired: *WAVE*
andromedan_denizen: <wave>
pedasn: Hello Roberta *pets dogs*
sickfiction: Hey Roberta
meatrace: oh no. if Roberta gets on we'll never get back on track!
dewey199: we want Roberta
froggyme: HELLO
gordmcleod: awesome Caboken.
tomimt: hello ma'm
revanian_boomy: *wave*
krengic: Hi Roberta!
ptraci: Hi Roberta!
bighairymarty314: I'd be tempted to time travel back to the 80's and get a
job at Sierra, but there's no evidence of my future self tampering with time
like that =P
eddydrama: When I was a kid my dad would play Space Quests and Kings Quests
and tell me the stories as bedtime stories. To this day I still love Sierra
games.
deepshoter: web cam!
computer_ronin rolls out a red carpet

bt519: She's not on yet, boys! Down.... go easy!
thezombiepug: We want a new Laura Bow game!
chrono85: Hello Mr. Williams
skyefyre: Question: Will the deaths in SpaceVenture be as graphic as those in
SQ3, or more toned back?
vohaul: Hi Roberta!!! Love you! -Scott
mjomble: Hello, David Hasselhoff!
tawmis: How can she be shy when she was on the Softporn cover? RAWR! :-D
r1cola: mmm softporn cover
musicallyinspired: Ortega
andromedan_denizen: ortega!
skyefyre: Ortega
musicallyinspired: Magmetheus is in SQ4
sickfiction: Ortega!!
cocodyne: I wanted more planets
tomimt: I'd love to see a new Laura Bow game
meatrace: no. MORE gruesome. please.
oldadventuregamer83: Better there than Ortega!
cocodyne: more more!
anaximandus: second the Laura Bow game!
oldadventuregamer83: er, whoops, hehe.
andromedan_denizen: ooh
» didn't know that haha
lightspeeder: Looks like I got back just in time.
ptraci: Third that
david6858: laura bow... yeahh.....
dented1620: I bet roberta reads the best bedtime stories!
musicallyinspired: lol
tawmis: lol
deepshoter: heh
andromedan_denizen: hahaha
sickfiction: hehe
oldadventuregamer83: Very funny, Mark.
meatrace: can we get a prototype that is nothing but gruesome deaths? and is
unsolveable?
mjomble: You could use a Mark Crowe soundboard
bighairymarty314: i reckon the real reason there's more deaths in the early
games is cause they were easier to animate in 16 colour =P
bassbert: No, you can't skip SQ4
cocodyne: < takes apart the Aluminum Malard's hyper drive
meowgod: i wonder what will SV parody this time though
tawmis: It's the lighting on the planet.
sickfiction: put the fan belt thingy back on

Bighairymarty314: it's a thermometer. it turns purple when it's hot =P
Mjomble: meowgod: Firefly, Avatar and Halo, among others
Incredibleview: How do you spoof Avatar?
Tawmis: How do you not?
Musicallyinspired: I really REALLY enjoy Mark's art
Jaybertx: I tried to die in the prototype before I actually tried to solve it
:D
Warbirdgames: cause it looks cool
Meatrace: the best spoof of Avatar is Avatar
Musicallyinspired: it's fantastic
Hegario: Avatar is a spoof already
» it's pocahontas in space
Dewey199: Avatarpits
David6858: please, please, please spoof firefly. ridicule would be even
better
Cocodyne: it's EGA too
Pedasn: The artwork i all the games is so awesome
Cocodyne: only so many optison
Bt519: You spoof Avatar by watching Aliens and forgetting Avatar exists.
Musicallyinspired: Your sci-fi ship designs are just fantastic, Mark
Deepshoter: ridicule red dwarf
Tomimt: this is just great use of limited palete
Ptraci: and Fernggully and the Smurfs, all rolled into one
Pedasn: really cool SciFi stuff
Ptraci: oh, yeah, Red Dwarf!
Cocodyne: good perspective art!
Mjomble: Spoof VSB!
Tomimt: did the palette limitation make you more creative?
Meatrace: new RD season this year
Meowgod: actually it d be funny if they have a team of misfits avengers like
space heros
Marsilies: Purple is pimpin
Jaybertx: The San Souci is amazing.
Musicallyinspired: Cool!
Deepshoter: paint the ship green
Musicallyinspired: That's cool!
Incredibleview: Spoof Dune
Andromedan_denizen: babble on sir!
Tawmis: !! Wait - is it really the same picture of the ship with different
colors for different planets? That's amazing.
Incredibleview: That book takes itself far to seriously
Bassbert: You're not babbling
Warbirdgames: Hey Mark, speaking of art, loved the Buck Rogers influence in
Astro ***
Musicallyinspired: This is why we're here. To hear you babble
Bt519: ***?
Marsilies: AstroCock
Computer_ronin: purple and blue go well together
Musicallyinspired: the chat censors it lol
Pcj_: it censors ***?
Bt519: Clock?
Meowgod: co.ck
Pedasn: even though you made a lot of satire on other franchises, i think
Mark always created standalone timeless SciFi Art
Tawmis: Clock minus L

Deepshoter: cook
Bassbert: I replay these games on about a 2 year cycle. Every time, I realize
more and more the work that went in to making it.
R1cola: but it didnt censor my F***
Marsilies: Mark will have a change at high resolution graphics soon
Dsmith478: one hell of a team (tear drop)
» hehehe
Deepshoter: ken ran away
Caboken: Hi Mark and Scott -- this is Roberta (Williams, that is!)
Wowdane: *waves* hi roberta :D
Deepshoter: ooo
R1cola: !!!!!!!!!!
Dewey199: hi Roberta!
Musicallyinspired: Hello, Roberta!
Krengic: Hi Roberta!
Cocodyne: Hi Roberta!!
Lightspeeder: *waves*
Pedasn: Hi Roberta
Mjomble: Yo'berta!
Warbirdgames: Hi Roberta!
Deepshoter: hello roberta
Danbartlett: Hi!
Meatrace: omg Roberta. Hiya!
Tawmis: *waves Roberta!*
Rdy2rock: Roberta!!
Skyefyre: Who?
Pcj_: hi roberta
Nonookee: Hi Roberta!
Revanian_boomy: *wave!*
Thezombiepug: Hey Roberta!
Vohaul: Hi Robert!! I miss you!!!
Bighairymarty314: i've yet to play SQ6 now that I think about it
Amayirot_akago: ***
Ptraci: Hi!
Tomimt: hi Roberta
Bradvr4: howdy !
Bongschu: Hi Roberta!!!
Gordmcleod: Hi Roberta!
Caboken: Hi, HI, Hi, Hi, Hi, hi!!!!!!
Skyefyre: Kidding, Hey Roberta!
David6858: Hey.
Meowgod: hi roberta
Anaximandus: hi Roberta!
Dsmith478: Roberta? Where?!?
Pedasn: such an honor roberta!!!
Oldadventuregamer83: Hi Roberta!
Caboken: It's really me!!!!!!
Shadowtitus: Thank you Roberta
Dsmith478: Hi wherever you are!
Chrono85: Hello Roberta.
Pcj_: maybe it's ken saying he's roberta
Sickfiction: :D
Slipgate0: Roberta, it's great to 'meet' you as well.
Computer_ronin: And the crowd goes wild!
Cocodyne: you have to show us a tattoo or something
Wowdane: LOL
Tomimt: do another Laura Bow

Mjomble: If you're really Roberta - what number am I thinking of?
Amayirot_akago: jeez, flood of messages suddenly
Ptraci: Wohoho!
Incredibleview: Who made the best cup of coffee at Sierra?
Andromedan_denizen: hey Roberta!
Caboken: I do!
Jonathanfrisby: Hi Roberta!
Andromedan_denizen: wow this is great
Mrkenallen: Hi Roberta, Ken "your music pal" Allen here
Andromedan_denizen: thanks for all your great work
Dsmith478: that's easy - Scott!
Sickfiction: you were like a favourite auntie to me!!
Krengic: Roberta, Kings Quest were my first computer games. Started a
lifelong love of adventure games.
Meowgod: did someone say it;s great to meat roberta?
Andromedan_denizen: colonials bequest is still fun to play
Caboken: I want to tell everyone that you guys are funny and will do a great
job!!!
Meatrace: now where's Al Lowe?
Pcj_: ohh the two guys are funny
Chrono85: yeah, I love King's Quest too.
Pcj_: i got to write that donw
Pedasn: its such an honor to see so many great people in one chat
Amayirot_akago: it's cause of Roberta that i had a nightmare about KQ3 last
night
Vincismurf: You need to join the rest and get us a new Kings Wuest
Marsilies: The band's back together!
Black_handed: id like to cartwheel over the bridge
R1cola: shes a sweetie yea
Bighairymarty314: a new Kings Wuest?
Caboken: I'm also excited that you will be dong a new game!
Darryk: Kings Quest 6, god I loved that game. Loved all of them but
especially that one
Thezombiepug: We are starving for a new game from you, Roberta. We love Laura
Bow!
Adriaantv: and Roberta Does use exclamation marks!
Deepshoter: whose the other bloke?
Pcj_: heheh she said dong
Meowgod: hmm will there be a king quest kickstarter?
Caboken: That is Chris
Tawmis: She is the Slave Leia of the Computer Geek World back then! So
beautiful!
Deepshoter: how old is he?
Amayirot_akago: new King's Quest game is being made by Telltale
Froggyme: Hello Roberta!!!
Jaybertx: he's rocking some awesome jeans :D
Caboken: No, Chris is 6'2" -- but is that a statement because I am so short!
Musicallyinspired: I remember when Ken was plugging that
Black_handed: that is not much
Froggyme: I bought KQ4 AGI for my 10th BDay!
Tawmis: I think they posted this photo when Chris was doing his FB game with
the Gnomes.
Deepshoter: wowza
Caboken: Yes, I remember that, too!
Jaybertx: woah
Sickfiction: Roberta I bet you still have some amazing tales to tell
Wowdane: what year is that from??

Jaybertx: no hitting on Roberta with Ken in the room!
Dsmith478: Woooooooooooooooooooo
Pedasn: Mrs. Williams, thank you so much for so many great memories and games
Computer_ronin: I want a time machine to intoduce my past self to the Space
Quest, King's Quest, and Quest for Glory series.
Dsmith478: this is AWESOME
Meowgod: can we do a podcast with roberta in it?
Caboken: Chris is now a programmer -- and a darn good one. He has stayed in
the software industry.
Bongschu: i can't believe how amazing it is to have Ken and Roberta here
Caboken: So, Mark, how is Sandy?
Burnttoast22: We are not worthy!
Dsmith478: lol
Tawmis: Chris is still doing the FB game?
Dsmith478: that's what I'm saying!
Bighairymarty314: Ronin, i know how you feel. i too would love to grant my
younger self with gifts like that
Dsmith478: WE ARE NOT WORTHY WE ARE NOT WORTHY
» lolol
Caboken: No, he's out of the games industry.
Tomimt: we all love Roberta
Caboken: Great! Say, hi to her!
Meowgod: this feels like a moment in history for sq fans
Missnayoung: I have to thank Ken and Roberta for my awesome childhood. They
made the games that made me an adventure game fan.
Skyefyre: This will likely be very strange for those who are not going to be
watching this live.
Deepshoter: heh
Computer_ronin: Looking back, most of my Sierra memories came from the
Incredible Machine series.
Andromedan_denizen: that'd be great
Pcj_: man everyone's going to the wrap party
» everyone better pledge 10k so they can go
Andromedan_denizen: wait thought it was catered by a beer company??
Darryk: They made the games that made me a computer game fan
Dewey199: oh yeah, TIM
Deepshoter: we need moar money
Andromedan_denizen:
Marsilies: I'm trying so save all the chat text
Caboken: Okay -- guys, I just popped in for a minute to say 'hi' -- but we
are now going to meet John Williams (Ken's brother) for lunch.
R1cola: this is truly awesome
Deepshoter: post it in the space quest forums!
Nonookee: gotta get 10k.. gotta get 10k..
Dsmith478: bye bye!
Tawmis: I am going to parachute into this wrap party
Dsmith478: such an honor
Slipgate0: Great to see you both, Ken and Berta
Jaybertx: Bye Roberta
Meatrace: bye Roberta, thanks for stopping by!
Andromedan_denizen: bye Roberta!
Deepshoter: cya
Caboken: Brand X went under. They ran out of money.
Wowdane: Bye roberta and ken - have a nice trip
Dewey199: thank you Roberta
David6858: That was amazing. Thanks for dropping by!
Slipgate0: Keep letting the unscrupulous fall in the moat.

Anaximandus: mmm Roberta...
Froggyme: Bye bye, thanks for all the great adventures!
Krengic: Bye Roberta, thanks for stopping in!
Burnttoast22: thanks for popping by!
Tawmis:
Rdy2rock: Take care and thanks for stopping in
Zyote: :D
Skyefyre: Toodles, thanks for stopping by.
Ptraci: Thanks for everything, Roberta!
Black_handed: bye
Jonathanfrisby: We miss you Ken & Roberta! Thanks for coming by!
Bongschu: thanks for having been here.!!!
Computer_ronin: It was an honor to hear(see your words?) from you
Caboken: Chris is now working for a company called UIEvolution, software for
car radios and more
Missnayoung: Take care Roberta and Ken. Awesome of you 2 to show up.
Meowgod: hugs to roberta
Bighairymarty314: i may not have played any Sierra games in my childhood, but
i am truly grateful for the things i played that were influenced by Sierra =)
Tawmis: Thanks for both of you coming, Roberta & Ken!
Meowgod: hugs to ken
Pedasn: thank you, good bye, have a nice trip
Adriaantv: for lunch? little late?
Nonookee: Bye Ken and Roberta!
Pcj_: speaking of jeans
Thezombiepug: I remember Chris writing for InterAction...enjoyed it!
Caboken: I just want to add that these guys -- Mark and Scott -- are great
guys and WILL do a great job! I am looking forward to seeing their new
project!
Froggyme: A Frog hugs Roberta and Ken
Caboken: So, ante, up!!!
Pcj_: wow nice
Caboken: Bye!!!!
8:45 Deepshoter: cya
Adriaantv: bye!
Tawmis: Hah! Awesome!
Vohaul: Thank you Roberta and Ken!!!
Musicallyinspired: Haha! You heard it, fellas!
Pcj_: thanks Roberta!
Anaximandus: bye!
Dsmith478: hahaha that's what I'm saying
Skyefyre: You heard it guys! UP THOSE PLEDGES!
Chrono85: Bye
Thezombiepug: Laura Bow! Think about it!
Bradvr4: Great to hear from ya both!
Sqfan90: That was fun, thanks!
Robbo008: Thanks Ken!
Dsmith478: show them da money! lol
Chrono85: Thanks for making great games.
Robbo008: bye Ken!
Danbartlett: Have a nice meal
Adriaantv: thanks ken and roberta
Tawmis: You have to listen to Roberta! Do it. Now.
Thezombiepug: Bye
Anaximandus: where were we?
Andromedan_denizen: bye roberta and ken!
Deepshoter: lol we got sidetracked

8:46 Caboken: (This is Ken waving goodbye, going to see John .. his
daughter's birthday) ... see you!
Musicallyinspired: bye!
Dsmith478: bye Roberta and Ken!
Thezombiepug: Thanks for stopping by!
Cocodyne: they support the Kickstarter project!!
Pedasn: see you hopefully soon
Bighairymarty314: this is heartwarming. reestablishing contact with an old
friend via a stream =)
Cocodyne: that's great
Dewey199: thank you Ken
Krengic: Bye Ken, and thanks for everything!
Slipgate0: his daughter's birthday...
Danbartlett: bye Ken
Meowgod: cheers roberta n ken
Williamji: Bye Ken, Thanks for all the games
R1cola: srsly
Oldadventuregamer83: Bye Ken! Bye Roberta! Thanks for stopping in!
R1cola: that was Historic
Tawmis: Glad I made it to this one!
Jaybertx: My heart is racing
Pcj_: woooo
Bongschu: that was EPIC
Bassbert: That was awesom
Meowgod: history made
Robbo008: wow
» amazing!!
Dented1620: trying to save the chat room text
8:46 robbo008: amazing!!
Computer_ronin: The planets aligned
Meowgod: glad i didn't miss that part
Robbo008: very cool
Jaybertx: that was amazing
Pedasn: anybody else in festivalmood ; )
R1cola: yes, someone pls say they have this text
David6858: Dented1620 .. .me too
Thezombiepug: Someone please save the chat room text...yes.
Tawmis: Maybe the world is going to end in 2012...!
Bongschu: somebody saving that chatroom text?
Chrono85: Gaming would be a lot different right now.
Deepshoter: save!
Andromedan_denizen: she made the first game w/ vector graphics
Jaybertx: started with Al Lowe
Deepshoter: save early save often
Chrono85: Without Sierra's innovations.
Andromedan_denizen: thats pretty epic
Rdy2rock: Sierra was epic, no doubt about it
Andromedan_denizen: w/ mystery house
Jaybertx: then Jane Jensen
Discoslice: Did I miss Ken and Roberta?
Computer_ronin: I thank the Incredible Machine series for creating my love of
Rube Goldberg machines.
Jaybertx: then TGA
Dewey199: so many great memories
Warbirdgames: "TorbenFrost: Oh man, I wish I could be there! Say hi from the
SQ Historian, if you're there. "
Skyefyre: @Discoslice: Yeah, you missed 'em.

